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Introduction. The objective of this paper is to establish a
Gronwall inequality for the weighted refinement integral [P, (wi, w2, Wz)]Paf(t)dg(t) of [l] . This result generalizes a recent result by W. W. Schmaedeke and G. R. Sell [2] for the mean sigma integral (1.1) Fm f f(t)dg(t)
•' a and the interior refinement integral (1.2) Fi f f(t)dg(t).
J a B. W. Helton [3] establishes a product integral representation for a Gronwall inequality for the refinement integral (1.3) (LR) f (fH + }G).
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J. V. Herod [4] establishes a Gronwall inequality for linear Stieltjes integrals. The Main Theorem of Schmaedeke and Sell [2] is a special case of Theorem 4 of Helton [3] . The linear function j[f] defined by Herod [4] is more general than the linear function /[/] = (LR)J"a ifH+fG) considered by Helton [3] , but there are linear functions which satisfy the hypotheses of Helton's Theorem 4 but do not satisfy the hypotheses of Herod's theorem. The ideas used in this paper are considerably less complicated than those used in either [3] or [4] .
On the last page of [2] the authors state that the case where/ satisfies an inequality of the form However, a look at the first substitution theorem for weighted refinement integrals in [5] shows that this is not necessarily so. We show that this last case can be proved for the weighted refinement integral by using a technique patterned after the proof of the Main Theorem in [2] given by Schmaedeke and Sell but shorter and simpler. Theorem 4 of [3] contains our result in §2 for the case where Wi and w3 are nonnegative real numbers such that Wi+w3 = l. This is a contradiction since g(t*~) exists and is finite. We conclude from the preceding paragraph that there is a partition
{0 -70 < ?i < h < • • • < h -T} oí [O, T] such that, when î is a positive integer not exceeding w, (Kl +|w,| +\w3\)-A-[g(t)-g(ïti)]<v/2 for all t in the open interval (7,_i, h).
Let 7 denote the set of all positive integers i not exceeding ñ + l with the property that there is a nonnegative real number Kf such that f it) ^Kie, Q&t&i-i, for all functions/in the class?. We have by hypothesis that i = 1 is in I. We now show that if i is a positive integer not exceeding ñ such that i is in 7, then ¿ + 1 is also in I.
So, let t be a given positive integer not exceeding ñ with the property that there is a nonnegative real number Kt such that/(f) ^KiC-, Oút^Ji-i, for all functions/ in the class 3\ Let M= [gih-i) -g(0)].
Let/ be a function in the class 'S. Let Bif) be a real number such that /(0=P(/) f°r all real numbers / satisfying 7,-_i<¿<7,-. Let t be any given point in (U-i, U). For any real number u satisfying 7í_i<m</,
Letting u->7¿ti in the previous inequality, we have that
For simplicity, let
We note that Kt does not depend on the function /. The inequality (2.9) simplifies to (2.11) f(t) ^ K%+B(f)-(I-r,/2).
Replacing B(f) in (2.11) by the right side of this inequality, we have that (2.12) f(t) |X*(1 + (1-v/2)}-e + B(f)-(l -r,/2)2.
Replacing B(f) in (2.12) by the right side of (2.11), we obtain 
Thus,
We then conclude that the integer i+1 is in the set 7. It then follows by induction that every positive integer i not exceeding ñ + l is in I. In particular, then, the integer ñ + l is in I. Hence, there is a nonnegative real number K such that (2.8) holds for all functions/ in the class 3\ Then, there is a nonnegative real number K such that (3.2) \f(t)\ûK-t, 0 = Í=F for all functions/in the class iJ. Suppose that in Theorem 2.1 the weights Wi and w¡ are nonnegative real numbers whose sum is 1. Then, we are operating under the assumption that w3-A-[g(t+) -g(t)] < 1 for all real numbers t satisfying 0 ^ t < T and ws ■ A ■ [g(t) -g(t~) ] < 1 for all real numbers / satisfying 0<t^T.
Our result thus follows from Theorem 4 in [3] .
